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The aim of this qualitative case study is to investigate the fidelity to prescribed instructional practices shown by teachers in elementary classrooms. This study, conducted during the 2016-2017 Spring Term, interviewed twenty 1st to 4th grade elementary classroom teachers with reference to the fidelity measures of adherence and adaptation. NVIVO 11 software was used in data analysis. The results indicated that elementary teachers’ fidelity to instructional strategies, methods, and techniques and patterns of adaptation varied according to teacher characteristics, student characteristics and context-based features. Most of the teachers stated that they used direct instruction and drama/roleplay, questioning, and play techniques and methods. Participant teachers said that they tried to use student-centred instruction in their classes, but dissonance existed between their applications and prescribed activities in the curriculum. Teachers felt hindrances to implementation included limited school facilities, lack of time, class sizes, inconsistency between their views on facilitating learning and the curriculum, and disapprobation of some prescribed activities. These reactions of teachers were sometimes based on disagreement with the prescribed curriculum rather than a misconception. This research aims to improve understanding of which instructional practices elementary teachers choose, and raise new questions about how and why teachers make changes to their practices.

Introduction

As long ago as 1958, Hurd stressed the importance of improving the quality of teaching and learning (Hurd, 1958). Since that time, there has been a transformation in classrooms from passive to active learning environments, with the aim of equipping students with lifelong cognitive skills such as critical thinking and problem solving (McCormick, Clark & Raines, 2015). As elsewhere, in Turkey, over the years the main focus of curriculum development has evolved from teacher-centred to student-centred approaches. In the 2004-2005 academic year, basic principles and approaches in elementary education programs changed dramatically in this regard, towards constructivism, active learning, student-centred learning, process-based assessment, analytic thinking, inquiry-based research skills, and achievements according to different student capabilities. Similar changes followed in the secondary education sector in the 2005-2006 academic year (Ministry of National Education in Turkey, 2009).

Teachers as implementers of the curriculum have a vital role in delivering and reflecting innovations in their classrooms. Teachers are not programmed machines for prescribed orders. Likewise, Ayers (1993) posited: “The learning environment is a complex, living reflection of a teacher’s values” (p.50). Teachers at this point mainly steer their energy toward the question of how to organise their instruction most effectively in the direction the curriculum requires. What is learned by students might not be the same as that
intended by the designers. Learning experiences or teaching-learning processes are one of the main focuses of teacher training programs, because learning will take place in this dimension. One of the important factors in the effective implementation of teaching and learning activities is that the strategies, methods and techniques to be used are selected and applied in accordance with certain teaching principles. These principles are variously identified in different studies: engagement of learners, application, integration (Merrill, 2002); student background, small steps, feedback, independent practice, monitoring (Rosenshine, 2012); student needs, content organisation, affordability, harmony with real-life context and up-to-date information (Demirel, 2015). In light of these principles, appropriately selected and effectively applied teaching activities play an important role in providing quality learning experiences.

In the highly centralised education system of Turkey, the Ministry of National Education (MoNE) is responsible for almost all decision making process:

Compared with Europe and most of the world, Turkey's public schools have the least autonomy over resources, staff deployment (at the school), textbook selection, allocation of instructional time, and selection of programs offered (Vorkink, 2006, p. 17; as quoted by Öztürk, 2011, p.117).

In elementary school curricula, no methods or techniques were clearly suggested when MoNE (Ministry of National Education) elementary school curricula for various courses were investigated (for instance life sciences, information technology and software, visual arts courses), with the exception of the English language curriculum “drama method” suggestion at elementary level (MoNE, 2018, p.9). Indeed, this gives elementary teachers a kind of flexibility in deciding and choosing the right channels to access their students. At this point, it is also important to note that, in the Turkish education system, foreign language teaching commences at Grade 2 and the course is taught by a foreign language teacher in accordance with the relevant legislation.

Although there are no written official instructional methods and techniques in most of the courses in elementary level, Saygılı (2015) suggested different strategies, methods and techniques for different fields of elementary education in Turkey; for instance, models, question-and-answer sessions, experiments, and educational games in maths education; direct instruction, question-and-answer sessions, school trips, educational games, and projects for life sciences; the 5E model, problem and project-based learning, station technique, jigsaw, brainstorming, and six thinking hats for science education; drama, problem solving, educational games, discussion, inquiry for social sciences.

National literature indicates that most classroom teachers use direct instruction and question-and-answer sessions in their classrooms (Aykaç, 2011; Demir & Özden, 2013; Toptaş, 2012), and this is the case across disciplines: mathematics (Temizöz & Özgün-Koca, 2008); social studies (Çelikkaya & Kuş, 2009); geography (Öztürk, 2004); science and technology (Şimşek, Hırça & Coşkun, 2012); and life sciences (Baştopçu, 2018). Baştopçu’s (2018) study conducted with 1500 elementary school teachers in Turkey found that teachers mostly used problem solving method, and question and answer technique,
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while case study method and six thinking hats were seldom used in classroom contexts.

Many years of research on “creating and maintaining [a] student-friendly learning environment” or “meeting the needs of diverse students” (Arends, Winitsky & Tannenbaum, 1998; Borich, 2011; Holt & Kysilka, 2006; Marzano, 2003; Moore, 2014; Morrison et al., 2010) have arrived at a common point: a single approach or strategy might not be effective for all learners, all the time, under all circumstances. That is why diversified or mixed applications and materials, used correctly and effectively, are of key importance to providing quality learning environments (Borich, 2011). Diversity in teaching environments can provide students with a better understanding of the lesson and foster a positive attitude towards the course (Seferoğlu, 2006; Tomlinson, 2014). To achieve such goals, organising the teaching-learning environment according to appropriate criteria plays a critical role. Well-designed instruction is important, but it is not enough for a complete conversion. In order to fully realise the innovations, fidelity in implementation is a necessity to reduce disparity.

Fidelity

Fidelity is defined as the degree to which teachers and program providers implement programs as intended by the program developers (Dane & Schneider, 1998, p. 240). It has been measured in the following ways: (1) adherence to the program; (2) dose; (3) quality of program delivery; (4) participant responsiveness; (5) program differentiation (Dane & Schneider, 1998; Dusenbury, Brannigan, Falco & Hansen, 2003); (6) monitoring of control/comparison conditions; (7) program reach (participation rates, program scope); and (8) adaptation (program modification, reinvention) (Durlak & DuPre, 2008, p. 329).

This study mainly investigates the adherence and adaptation elements from this list. For Dane and Schneider (1998) and Durlak and DuPre (2008), adherence is the extent to which implementation corresponds to the originally intended program, while adaptation relates to changes made to the original program during implementation. Dusenbury et al. (2003) argued that one of the strategies for assessing adherence is to have teachers self-report on their activities. In such a way, clues are obtained about “how individual teachers interact with, draw on, refer to, and are influenced by material resources designed to guide instruction” (Remillard, 2005, p. 212). Formal (written/planned) and enacted curriculum, that is, the curriculum in use (Ball & Cohen, 1996; Remillard, 2005) or prescribed curriculum and operational curriculum (Dusenbury et al. 2003; Posner, 2004), which are two differently handled terms in the literature, and there is always a disparity between them. In other words, teacher-proof curricula or “pure technologies”, as Dusenbury et al. (2003) argued, do not exist in real-life contexts. In the current study, I prefer to focus on the “enacted or operational curriculum”, in parallel with what Posner (2004) and Remillard (2005) suggested, since it avows an active role to teachers as “curriculum makers” (Craig, Ross, Conle & Richardson, 2008).

In the literature, factors influencing teachers’ practice are among the areas of interest in fidelity studies. A degree of adaptation is attributed to many factors, such as teachers’
educational beliefs, course content, and student characteristics (Freeman & Porter, 1989; Fullan, 1991; Stodolsky, 1989); teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge, perception of the curriculum (Botvin, 2004; Manouchehri & Goodman, 1998; Remillard, 2005); teacher thinking (Fullan, 2007); perceptions of students and tolerance for discomfort (Remillard, 2005); contextual factors (Botvin, 2004; Manouchehri & Goodman, 1998); teacher training and characteristics (Burkhauser & Lesaux, 2017; LaChausse, Clark & Chapple, 2014); teacher morale and burnout, classroom overcrowding, insufficient time, preparation for standardised testing (Botvin, 2004).

Discussing the factors affecting fidelity in the Turkish context, Gelmez-Burakgazi (2019) classified them as:

1. Characteristics of practitioners (teacher training, personal characteristics, program literacy, in-service training programs, attitude, etc.)
2. Characteristics of participants (personal characteristics, readiness, attitude, etc.)
3. Program-oriented features (program coverage, flexibility, duration, etc.)
4. Characteristics of stakeholders (support, attitude, etc.)
5. Contextual features (regional, social, economic, or cultural context, resource / infrastructure possibilities, school physical conditions, centralised education system, etc.).

Research shows that implementations with high levels of fidelity tend to be more effective than those with lower levels (Elliott & Mihalic, 2004; Gresham, Gansle & Noell, 1993). Moreover, there is a relationship between student achievement and fidelity (O'Donnell, 2008). To this end, teachers, as active participants in the teaching and learning process, have a vital mission.

The importance of fidelity with its proved effects is in one hand, however, teachers as the implementers of the curriculum adapt the curriculum by revising, replacing, limiting, truncating and/or adding instructional activities (Blakely et al., 1987). In other words, teachers never deliver lessons exactly as they are written (Dusenbury et al., 2005). Teachers need to have some autonomy over the curriculum across all systems with fidelity checking mechanisms to ensure quality. Discussing the awareness of this topic, Ringwalt et al. (2004) claimed “there is a growing awareness that teachers may be freely adapting classroom curricula” (p.376).

The purpose of the current study is to explore elementary teachers’ uses of instructional strategies, methods and techniques, and the perceived effects of their applications in classes. This is a significant issue, because different uses of the curriculum may have different effects on student learning. The aim of the research is to make a significant contribution to the literature by reporting the adherence and the ways of adaptation of a curriculum in a highly centralised education system. Findings of the study are expected to provide information notably to teachers, teacher candidates and researchers about the which contemporary teaching activities Turkish teachers use in their classes, and how and to what extent. In addition, this research is intended to cast light on ways that elementary teachers use to modify their instruction, and the perceived hindrances to making such
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modifications. Another motivation for this research is the limited number of studies so far on fidelity of implementation in the social sciences (Dane & Schneider, 1998; Dusenbury, Brannigan, Falco & Hansen, 2003) and the status of fidelity as a fairly new concept in national literature (Gelmez-Burakgazi, 2019).

Accordingly, the research questions for this study are:

1. What are the instructional strategies, methods and techniques that elementary teachers use in their classes?
2. What do elementary teachers report as the effects of their choices on the teaching-learning environment in elementary classrooms?
3. What are the reasons for teacher adaptation?

Method

Design

Qualitative research design is used in this study to measure classroom teachers' use of instructional strategies, methods and techniques, and the aims of their choices. The specific design employed in the study was multiple case study. Yin (2009) defined case study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, when the boundaries between the phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (p.18). The design enabled the researcher to understand the phenomenon of how and why classroom teachers use instructional strategies, methods and techniques, as prescribed in the curriculum, in their classrooms in depth. This understanding also encompassed important contextual conditions which is in harmony with the nature of case study design as articulated by Yin (2009).

Data collection tools

Data were collected through interviews and documents. A semi-structured interview form, developed by researcher, was used (Appendix 1). It was based on previous studies and related literature on fidelity, the teaching-learning environment, and instructional practices. The interview questions were reviewed by two experts, one from the Curriculum and Instruction department and the other from the Measurement and Evaluation department. In accordance with the review, two questions were eliminated and a sub-question was added. The interviews focused on the teacher's role in the classroom, teachers' practices in their daily classroom routines, the reason teachers chose their instructional strategies, methods and techniques, and obstacles to instruction (Appendix 1). During individual interviews, each 20-30 minutes long, the researcher encouraged participants, by means of probes and cues, to explain their ideas as broadly as possible.

Apart from interviews, document analysis was also used as a data collection technique. In this context, elementary school curricula were examined through the lens of teaching and learning processes in order to understand the instructional strategies, methods and techniques they proposed.
Participants

Maximum variation sampling was used in order to recruit the participants. Participants consisted of 20 classroom teachers (14F; 6M), teaching 1st grade (8 teachers), 2nd grade (4 teachers), 3rd grade (4 teachers) and 4th grade (4 teachers) at 11 different public schools in the district of Ankara, Turkey, in the 2016-2017 school year. The teachers’ age range was between 28 and 57. Class sizes varied from 18 to 45 in the 2016-2017 Fall semester. The school principals directed the researcher to classroom teachers who had volunteered to participate in the research. During short meetings with the teachers, the researcher introduced the study.

All teachers except the individual given the pseudonym P8 had graduated from relevant departments for their profession. P8 stated that she graduated from the Chemistry Department and then obtained her master’s degree in analytical chemistry. P11 was the other teacher with a master’s degree, in this case in the field of educational administration and planning. The teachers’ professional experience ranged from 4 to 30 years. As Ajawí and Higgs (2007) explained, “the advantages of this range of experience are the richness in the depth of data obtained and the multiple perspectives illuminating the phenomena” (p. 617). Table 1 in Appendix 2 presents demographic information.

Data collection procedures

Upon receiving the necessary permissions from Ethics Committee at the researcher’s home university and the Ministry to conduct the study, the researcher visited the schools in the largest district of Ankara city. Interviews were arranged at convenient times for the researcher and teachers. All interviews were conducted in school contexts.

Data analysis

Content analysis was conducted as explained by Yin (1994): "examining, categorizing, tabulating, or otherwise recombining the evidence to address the initial propositions of a study" (Yin, 1994; p.102). Accordingly, transcripts were carefully read through several times, significant statements were chosen related to the investigated problems, categories and themes were defined and discussed. Through the aforementioned steps, data analysis was facilitated by NVIVO 11 software. The interviews were transcribed by the researcher totalling 87 pages. Using data-driven (inductive) coding, the open coding lasted until data saturation, codes were continuously organised and themes and codes were formed. Forty-two nodes were gathered during the initial coding of transcripts. In the reduction process, these nodes were clustered into eight categories and two themes, namely: 1) instructional practices in the classrooms; and 2) factors affecting adaptation and reason for teacher adaptation.

To ensure trustworthiness, the researcher transparently described the research process with sufficient details and took steps to demonstrate that findings emerged from the data (see Table 1 and results section; using pseudonyms such as P1, P2, P3; quotations from participants, etc.). The researcher often supported the findings with representative quotas.
to reflect the participants’ voice as articulated by Creswell (2013). The quotations were translated into English by the author and then reviewed by a language expert in a proof reading phase. All processes were reviewed and discussed with a disinterested PhD graduate from the department of Curriculum and Instruction. Peer debriefing was used to discuss the themes and categories in such a way as to increase internal validity.

Results

Instructional practices in the classrooms

Most of the teachers in the study emphasised their role as facilitators in classroom activities. Further, teachers in the study believed that hands-on activities and experimental learning activities were essential for a better teaching-learning environment. P1 explains how she manages instructional activities in the classroom:

I often use hands-on activities in my classroom. I prefer to be a guide to discovering information rather than giving information directly to students. (P1)

In line with this, elementary teachers in the study preferred student-centred instruction in their classes. However, a dissonance existed between what they believed and what they did in practice. P13, for instance, explained:

I wish it were different. Again teacher-centred, we are the leading part and students are just behind. There are many different methods and techniques that we can introduce in our classes, but I dare say as teachers we take the easy way out, teacher-centred. (P13)

P15, who believed in the importance of active learning environments in the interview, then came up with a totally different idea:

One of the methods that I refer to most often is direct instruction, as it is with every teacher, but I prefer to use other methods and techniques as much as possible and as soon as possible. According to the course, I have tried many methods and techniques, but if you ask which one you use the most, I like to use question and answer to the students to prevent boredom. (P15)

Elementary teachers in the study stated that they tried to engage students in solving real-world problems (P2, P4, P5, P7, P16), guided student practice (all teachers), motivated students (P4, P20) and organised lesson content from known to unknown (P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P8, P10), simple to complex (P5), or concrete to abstract (P5, P11, P19). Analysis indicated that real life-oriented content organisation (P2, P4, P5, P7, P16) was another approach teachers favoured. P5 explained how she organised classroom activities:

I believe that there are certain things that I consider during teaching. The things I care most about are student readiness, existing knowledge, and beginning activities. Because I think that these three things are important in terms of linking existing information with the new. You can better discover how you will give students new knowledge when you analyse student readiness and existing knowledge. And once I do that, I feel like student learning is being facilitated.
Highlighting the “whole child”, P6 believed that “a happy child can better learn”. Therefore, in the classroom she tried to add fun elements to the learning environment:

These are small kids. I believe the same is true for older kids. If they are happy, they learn better. To make them happy, I use activities that have the potential to capture their interest in the classroom. I observe they are more motivated and interested this way. They love it, they become happy and I see they learn better in this way.

The results showed that instructional strategies were least mentioned among classroom practices (P3). Elementary teachers mostly cited direct instruction (P5, P7, P11, P17) and drama/role play (P1, P2, P4, P6, P7, P10, P12, P13, P14, P15, P16), and question-and-answer technique (P5, P8, P10, P11, P14, P15, P16, P19) in their classes. Among the other instructional practices mentioned were brainstorming (P8, P15), demonstration (P15, P19), case study (P13, P14), school trips (P16, P19), play (P13) and problem solving (P16). P1 illustrated how she uses role-plays in her class:

For example, while I was teaching vowels and consonants in a Turkish class, children pretended to be a letter and I assigned a duty to them. I believe drama activities like that make learning more permanent. Students are also pleased to handle the content in this way. This is how we process our lessons.

When compulsory courses (1st to 4th grades) are examined in the elementary program (life sciences, mathematics, Turkish, play), it is suggested that the teaching and learning environment should be enriched through the use of various techniques and methods. Elementary teachers in the study also liked the idea of varying their instructional practices; their classroom environments, however, only allowed limited activities. Although teachers believed in the importance of enriching the teaching and learning environment, in real-life contexts they failed to apply this. In contrast to P1, P4, P6, P10, and P18, who diversified their instructional practices, most of the teachers were still following traditional instruction methods. P5 explained that she stuck mainly to direct instruction and question-and-answer techniques in her class. She explained:

As they are in the first class, we are going through a little bit more narration now. While I teach letters, I have to be on the front panel but afterwards I show something as an example. I mostly find myself using the direct instruction method because it is the first grade.

Again contrary to the program’s approach to the organisation of teaching and learning environments, this study provides evidence that teachers continue to carry out their courses using traditional methods. In other words, the teachers use their own adaptation in choosing and applying appropriate techniques and methods, and these do not match with the curriculum.

Some of the elementary teachers in the study had misconceptions about their roles in the classroom. For instance, P11 believed his role to be “passive” in the classroom. Another example came from P1, who mentioned from “learning by doing” as “learning by doing teaching method”. Teachers were still up on their thrones, with a mission to “teach”
students. Another teacher, P19, said that she believed teachers should be guides in the classroom, and expected just to sit there. However, in the 1st-4th grade elementary programs, a teacher’s role as guide and facilitator is highlighted in the curriculum. Teachers are not given a “sitting role” in the classroom; rather, they must be active observers, motivators, facilitators and guides in the learning process.

For some teachers, divergence of their roles in the classroom might be due to “disagreement” rather than “misconception”. In the curricula, the role of teachers is defined as that of facilitators; however, some of the teachers criticised this prescribed role, on the grounds that they had limited time, crowded classes (P4, P8), curriculum density, and lack of physical conditions (P3, P4, P16) required to facilitate the activities.

Another disagreement related to content and prescribed activities in the curricula. P7 made the following criticism:

It says in the exercise: ‘Make a slogan about the environment’. The child already does not the meaning of a slogan. The child does not know what to do. What does a slogan mean? You are trying to clarify it. The textbooks and exercises have many unlinked, empty points.

P4 mentioned physical conditions: “I could use play but I can’t, because neither our classroom nor the school garden has enough area” while P2 complained about the limited time available to cover the many subjects:

We need to follow the units, and we have only half an hour for each lesson. The last ten minutes students already start to count down to the break. How many activities can I do? [laughs aloud] (P2)

Underlining the importance of play at early childhood, for P13 students learn better with play: “By play, we try to make activities that will take the attention of children. Learning becomes more permanent. Because they play with enthusiasm.”.

**Factors affecting fidelity and reasons for teacher adaptation**

In this section, the harmony between theory and practice was assessed by means of interviews and elementary curricula. Elementary teachers reported various perceptions of the instructional practices prescribed in the curricula, with elements that both supported and hindered the fidelity of implementation. We know little so far about how and when teachers adapt implementation. Stodolsky and Grossman (2000) said that all adaptations are not equal. Teachers adapt implementation for different reasons, in different ways and to different degrees. One of the main focuses of the current research was to clarify the reasons behind teacher adaptation.

Results indicated that elementary teachers’ use of instructional practices varied for a number of reasons. These reasons included teacher characteristics (such as pedagogical content knowledge), student characteristics (age, student interest, student readiness etc.)
Student characteristics were one of the main elements influencing teacher fidelity. In this study, elementary teachers highlighted student age, interest and readiness. In the data analysis, all these categories came under the “student characteristic” theme. P3 explained in the following way:

Because I think that these three things are important in terms of linking new information with the old. You can better discover the level of readiness of students and then find out what their old learning is and how to give them new knowledge or to their levels. And once I do that, I think that learning becomes easier.

On this point, P17 used a chain metaphor in student learning.

Students’ readiness and qualified background knowledge are like links in a chain which are connected to each other. If one is broken, we cannot go further and problems emerges.

Along the same lines as P3 and P17, P5 explained that the main ground on which she based her instructional practices was student levels, because the levels of individual learning, the intelligence and the personalities of students can be very different. For P8, student differences even existed depending on whether students had pre-school education.

Context-based factors also influenced teachers’ fidelity. Teachers felt hindrances to implementation, including limited school facilities (laboratory, library, classroom space, equipment, materials, etc.), limited time, class sizes, inconsistency between their own views on facilitating student learning and what was prescribed in the curriculum, and disapprobation of some of the prescribed activities. For P3, double-shift schooling was a disadvantage when it came to using different materials in the classroom. She explained this in the following way: “In fact, we want to use a lot of different materials, but because it is a double-shift school, you cannot see the material that you put in the class the next day”. Class size was another obstacle. The teachers participating in the study were all aware of students’ needs; however, large class sizes affected instruction. From P4:

Our class size is over the Turkey average. I got used to it [being] pretty crowded, luckily the average is below the district average. I know each student with individual interest. For example, when I give homework, if I go to check their homework, my class is already over, so there are deficiencies in this subject. Because the class is crowded, I cannot consider the levels of interest too much. For example, one student understands from a picture, another student listens, another student understands by living. But I cannot do any of these things for 43 students. For this reason, I try to explain what students can understand in general, at least making the instruction in an active way [encouraging them] to participate in class activities and motivating them by giving them the sense of success where they are successful.
In parallel with P4, P17 criticised the large class sizes he had. He further explained that he mainly used direct instruction in his class due to the large class size.

Teachers’ pedagogical knowledge was another result of the study which also points to curriculum literacy, or “illiteracy”. One of the most surprising results was that teachers in the study did not refer to the formal curriculum except for P6, P10, and P14. Textbooks were also mostly applied documents for some teachers (e.g. P10, P14) while P9 criticised textbook-based instruction as it was limiting the organisation of the teaching and learning environment and not helping effective learning. Further, when teachers were asked about the principles on which they grounded their instruction, or strategies, methods, and techniques, P2, P6, and P8 needed further explanation of the concepts. These teachers had 10, 12 and 37 years experience in teaching respectively. On this point, the seniority of the teachers who responded was noticeable. The other teachers did not want to discuss their existing knowledge, but they had serious misconceptions about the concepts.

On the other hand, some of the teachers complained about the content load and prescribed activities in the curricula. Time limitation was a hinder in implementing the formal content and teachers admitted that they sometimes changed (P7, P8, P19, P20), partially applied (P7, P8) or omitted (P19, P20) some content.

Every classroom had a unique atmosphere. Teachers had some strategies to solve the problems they met in their unique classrooms. For instance, P4 mentioned that they did not have a smart board in her classroom. She said they used their personal computers instead to have the benefits of videos in the educational environment. For P8, class size was a problem. She explained she used a U-shaped seating plan to make a more interactive space. However, for P4 the class size was an unmanageable problem when it came to instruction. During our interview, she said she wanted to have a class with a U shape, similar to those in colleges. She illustrated her strategies for dealing with this problem in the following quotation:

I am trying to use visual stimuli; in this case, trying to make use of presentations, trying to make use of videos. If I see that they [the students] are bored of watching videos, I say ‘so let’s turn it off’. ‘Let’s write a bit, let me explain a little bit, I’ll tell you a story, listen to it, let’s play a game about it’. Their attention span is short because they focus on something for a while and they get bored of it easily. (…) We can do something together with the materials that we bring. Group work is a little hard to do. So sometimes I try to work in a group, but it is a bit difficult because it is very difficult to create that group in the class, they are hard to fit in order. That’s it. Sometimes we play in a role play, the children sometimes play a game, sometimes they play a drama, like a sketch, or tell a story; for example, if a plant grows, the plants are presented to the peers in the class. (P4)

In contrast to P4, P8 and P17, for P9 large class size was not a problem at all, as he instructed classes of 40-50 students during his 20-year teaching career. One unexpected result of the study was the discovery of materials made by the elementary teachers themselves (P5, P8) alongside other common materials such as an abacus or beans in the class.
As a material, I am doing it myself to reinforce the subject. When I feel like the kids would learn something better by means of different materials, at that moment I am making the material myself. For example, let's say I teach the letters in the alphabet. I'm preparing something like a bingo game. At the beginning, we are putting a pouch here [and] we are trying to read the word on the bingo card in front of the word. In such a way, students develop attention to such materials, as I am using the materials to teach the figures again. We even use dough to build letters and numbers (P5).

Figure 1 indicates teachers’ instructional practices with fidelity affecting factors. (See next page.)

Discussion

There exists a reciprocal relationship between adaptation and fidelity. Sustainable curriculum decisions require some qualified adaptation over the curriculum all around the world with fidelity checking mechanisms to ensure quality. Given the fact that Turkey has a highly centralised education system, the degree of adaptation possible in the classroom is limited. Centralisation forces teachers to obey a prescribed curriculum, and the curriculum control policy in Turkey is strict. “However, teachers rarely implement curriculum materials precisely as written”. (Yazıcılar & Bümen, 2019, p.583). Successful implementation depends on a program which is executed almost as it was designed. While the main focus of this research is fidelity, the researcher does not intend to neglect the importance of teacher’s own modifications and adaptations of the curriculum. As observed by Remillard (2005), “While examining how teachers understand and use particular features of curriculum materials is certainly valuable, the evidence suggests that a written curriculum cannot fully capture or represent teaching” (p.236). It is known that a difference always exist between ‘prescribed curriculum’ and ‘operational curriculum’, as defined by Posner (2004) and Dusenbury et al. (2003). Research shows there is a “lack of fidelity in the implementation of school programs” (Dusenbury et al., 2003, p. 239), and the current study also supports this claim. All teachers had made several adaptations in the instructional practices they used.

First of all, analysis indicated that most of the adaptations teachers made were intentional. Teachers in the study supported meaningful adaptation as articulated by Schwille et al. (1983). The quality of these adaptations might be further investigated through “professional discretion” lenses in line with what Boote (2007) suggested. The factors affecting program adherence and adaptations in this research were mainly connected with characteristics of teachers, characteristics of participants, program-oriented features, and contextual features, as discussed by Gelmez-Burakgazi (2019).

Teacher characteristics was an important element affecting reasons behind teacher adaptation. In this research, teacher experience was not a decisive element in the patterns of adaptation, in contrast to Burkhauser and Lesaux’s (2017) study. Data from recent research have demonstrated the relationship between teacher characteristics and teacher training (LaChausse, Clark & Chapple, 2014). In their research, LaChausse, Clark and Chapple (2014) discussed the effect of a new model of comprehensive teacher training
Figure 1: Teachers’ instructional practices under the effect of several factors
and support for implementing a program with fidelity and quality. In this relationship, teacher characteristics can be enhanced during teacher training.

Teachers in this study were illiterate about strategies, methods and techniques. Many teachers in the study needed further explanation on the meaning of instructional practices, regardless of their professional experience or academic background. During the interviews, it was clear that they confused the different concepts and sometimes had difficulty in naming them correctly. Moreover, teachers had misconceptions about their roles in the classroom. Indeed, several studies indicated the link between teacher training and quality in teaching and learning environment (e.g., Wolf & Peele, 2019). Fullan (1993) stated “it is the teachers who are responsible for passing on the changes through their teaching to their students”. If teachers do not thoroughly know and internalise the curriculum approach, philosophy, and principles, they cannot reflect them.

Surprisingly, teachers’ reactions were sometimes based on disagreement with the prescribed curriculum rather than a misconception. Here, this result was directly underlining teacher beliefs. Likewise the literature says, beliefs affect teaching and learning processes (Kagan, 1992; Pajares, 1992). Teachers’ beliefs in the effectiveness of a program have also tended to increase their fidelity (Little, Sussman, Sun & Rohrbach, 2013).

Program-oriented features were another point that mattered to teachers’ fidelity. Although teachers are often forced to meet academic and policy responsibilities in Turkey’s centralised education system, content features, class sizes and time were among the mostly cited elements affecting fidelity in this research, as Botvin (2004) also noted.

Student differences were one of the fundamental factors influencing teachers’ choices in the area of instructional activities. This finding was also confirming previous studies (Burkhauser & Lesaux, 2017; Gelmmez-Burakgazi, 2019; Yazıcılar & Bümen, 2019). Considerable research on this subject has shown that the more teachers monitor student differences, the better they are able to meet the needs of students in an enhanced learning environment (Arends, 2014; Biggs, 1999; Felder & Brent, 2005). For Biggs (1999), “the teacher’s job is then to organize the teaching/learning context so that all students are more likely to use the higher order learning processes” (p.57). With this aim, the elementary teachers included in this study gave importance to practice and hands-on activities in their classes. As Chase and Simon (1973) stressed, "practice is the major independent variable in the acquisition of skill" (p. 279). Moreover, teachers in this study believed in the importance of student-centred activities guided by teachers in their classrooms. This approach is in line with what Demirel (2015) and Rosenshine (2012) suggested among principles of instruction: “Student-centred activities, student needs, guiding students and independent practice.” Teachers in this study were not, however, able to make use of a wide array of instructional practices. In other words, teachers believed but could not practice, for some reasons, that could be further investigated in future studies.

In addition to student differences, contextual features were among the most criticised aspects. Limited facilities might also be considered a factor decreasing the likelihood of
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the curriculum being implemented with fidelity. Some of the schools in the study even had no computers or laboratories. Lacks such as these were one of the perceived hurdles for elementary teachers choosing appropriate methods or techniques in their classes.

Elementary teachers believed in the importance of rich instructional practices in classroom environments, in accord with findings by Kerkez et al. (2015) and Borich (2011). However, the teachers failed to engage in these practices in the real world. In other words, elementary teachers in this study seemed to apply limited methods and techniques in their “one-size-fits-all” classrooms. One of the most interesting findings was that not one of the teachers mentioned mind maps, projects or cooperative learning. School trips were only mentioned once. On the other hand, almost all courses at the elementary level supported these activities, particularly when it came to subjects like the life sciences (Aykaç, 2011). Elementary teachers in the study mostly used direct instruction and question-and-answer techniques, in line with the findings of previous studies (Aykaç, 2011; Demir & Özden, 2013; Toptaş, 2012). Unlike the other studies, however, participant teachers here used role play and drama in their classrooms. This finding was also not supporting Baştopçu’s (2018) report that elementary teachers mostly used problem solving method, and question and answer technique in their classrooms. However, Toptaş (2007) discussed educational role plays enabling students to participate in a more active way. Conversely, the direct instruction method resulted in limited achievement in students’ learning (Toptaş, 2007). Play was another educational activity in junior primary (Jay & Knaus, 2018), however only a few teachers referred to games or play in educational environments.

Well-organised instruction is usually profitable in several ways: time, effort, cost; and as stated by Ornstein and Hunkins (2017), “effective implementation does not occur without serious planning” (p.282). However, none of the teachers in this study mentioned using plans (daily, unit, year, etc.) or teacher guide books in designing their classes. Several instructional practices are discussed in the teacher guide books. Only a few teachers mentioned reading the curriculum.

Conclusion

To sum up, the central finding of this study was a lack of fidelity in the implementation of school programs, as was concluded also by Dusenbury et al. (2003). The nature and degree of adaptation depended on the various factors discussed above.

The results of this study indicate that well-organised and grounded pre-service and in-service training are important. To begin with pre-service elementary teacher education, currently, there is no curriculum specific course in elementary teacher education program (HEC, 2018), but in General Competencies for Teaching Profession (HEC, 2016) there are several curriculum specific competencies (e.g. She/he has a good knowledge of the curriculum and pedagogical content knowledge of her/his subject area). It is important to note that teachers should be educated through their curriculum which underlines the importance of the curriculum based courses (curriculum development, curriculum evaluation, curriculum
literacy etc.). These courses should be enriched with various practicum opportunities to provide “curriculum maker” teachers who understand the nature of the curriculum, components, different approaches to curriculum, planning and organisation of their instruction, and so on.

Secondly, when designing in-service teacher training—and this is what the author means by ‘grounded’ in the earlier sentences—elementary teachers’ needs should be inquired about, as was discussed by Ornstein and Hunkins (2017). Next, those needs should be addressed, perhaps alongside some unmentioned but modern and active practices that can enrich and support teacher practices. As McLeod, Fisher and Hoover (2003) commented, teachers are themselves responsible for deciding on appropriate materials and strategies for advancing their instruction. Micro-teaching might be an effective practical method in both contexts for obtaining greater benefits and feedback. Theory is better mastered when persons practice it. LaChausse, Clark and Chapple (2014) argued this in the following way:

... the literature on teacher training suggests that teachers can learn about the program theory, key content, and mechanics of delivery during face-to-face workshops, but mastery of the skills and comfort required for teaching is achieved only when teachers have opportunities for practice, followed by feedback on the practice. (p.56)

It is important to note that, by means of in-service teacher training the author does not refer to “one-shot” teacher training events. These may be limited in addressing teachers’ facilitation skills compared with a consistent and comprehensive professional development program (LaChausse, Clark & Chapple, 2014). In such programs, teachers should become well-informed about the philosophical and pedagogical underpinnings of the curriculum, the logic behind curriculum change (if any) to meet teacher beliefs, and teacher knowledge and skills. Teachers who participate in such professional development had a tendency to adapt their instruction (Stodolsky & Grossman, 2000).

In suggested follow-ups for in-service teacher training programs, teacher fidelity might also be measured and followed. In order to do that, new-era mobile apps might be used in classroom contexts (e.g. Law, Dutt & Neihart, 2019).

Curriculum evaluation and development processes are highlighted again within the findings of this research. In order to prevent “teacher disagreement”, strengthen the role of the curriculum, and enhance teaching and learning, curriculum should be designed in such a way as to provide teachers with detailed instructional practices.

This study contributes further support to the importance of implementation fidelity in a global context. As this is still a recent concept in national literature, both pre-service and in-service teacher education programs should allocate a place to this subject, especially in a country like Turkey with a centralised education system. Teaching is an ever changing profession, always requiring renewal. Both teachers and teacher candidates should be open to following and meeting the needs of a changing world.
With regard to future research, factors affecting teachers’ fidelity could be further explored using mixed methods research designs, including observation, teacher diaries and interviews to complement quantitative surveys.
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Appendix 1: Interview form

Dear Teacher,

I would like to interview with you about your instruction, uses of instructional strategies, methods and techniques, and the perceived effects of your applications in classes. I would like to record the interview with your permission. You have the right to withdraw from the interview at any time. We can delete the record as you wish. The interview will last around 20-30 minutes. I will not use your own name or identity while reporting the results.
and this interview will be only used for scientific purposes. Do you have any questions? If you are ready, let's begin the interview.

**Part 1: Demographic data**

*Could you please tell me about your:
Teaching experience (how many years have you been teaching?);*  
*Educational background;*  
*School / student profile (e.g. SES, school facilities etc.);*  
*Grade level you already teach;*  
*Class size.*

**Part 2**

1. How do you plan your instruction?  
   1.1. What kind of educational activities do you use in your classes?  
   1.2. What kind of educational materials do you use in your classes?  
2. What instructional strategies, methods and techniques do you use in your classes?  
   Why do you use them? Do you think is there any alternative way to better the instruction? Why do you think so?  
3. How would you like to be taught a subject you first encountered?  
   Prompt:  
   a. Planning  
   b. Organisation  
   c. Assessment  
3.1. Why do you think so?  
4. Is there anything you would like to add?

Thank you for your time and consideration.

**Appendix 2: Demographic profiles of the teacher participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Educ. background</th>
<th>Years experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FAS</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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